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The Boy Who Killed Demons
BROOKFIELD, Conn. (AP) — The brother of a boy who some thought was possessed by demons has told the Hartford Courant previously that he resents the retelling of his family’s trauma ...

Brother of boy ‘possessed’ resents retelling in ‘Conjuring’
But it wasn’t Johnson who killed his 40-year-old friend ... Johnson seemed to sacrifice himself to help save the boy. “Johnson leaped up and cried to the demon, ‘Come into me, I’ll ...

The devil forced him to kill: the true story behind ‘The Conjuring’
The Devil Made Me Do It’ is the third installment among the primary group of films in ‘The Conjuring’ universe after ‘The Conjuring’ and ‘The Conjuring 2’ and the eighth overall entry in the sprawling ...

The Conjuring: The Devil Made Me Do It Ending, Explained
After examining David, the Warrens concluded that the boy was possessed by more than 40 demons. The Diocese of ... other popular horror films » Johnson killed Alan Bono. Bono was a 40-year ...

‘The Conjuring 3: The Devil Made Me Do It’ is based on a real-life Connecticut case. Here’s what really happened.
The first comic from DC’s new horror line will give fans of the sprawling Conjuring universe something fun to chew on.

The Conjuring: The Lover Hides Demons in its Details
Scary horror series are always a great option for streaming viewing, and Netflix has plenty of great offerings for fans of scary shows.

The best scary horror series on Netflix
In his dreams, Tanjiro meets his family once again – the ones who were killed by demons in the TV series – and the others have similar reveries, compelling them to decide which reality they ...

Demon Slayer the Movie: Mugen Train review – an anime fever dream
Believing that his wife was a demon who had to be banished back to the abyss, a man who suffered a relapse of schizophrenia repeatedly hit her with martial arts sticks and stabbed her neck.

10 years’ jail for man who killed his ‘demon’ wife
The demon leaves the boy and inhabits Johnson, leading to a much more dangerous outcome. (No more spoilers from here on out!) Kinda. It’s almost like there are two, sometimes three movies going ...

‘The Conjuring: The Devil Made Me Do It’ review: Classic horror tropes aplenty in sequel
BROOKFIELD, Conn. (AP) — The brother of a boy who some thought was possessed by demons has told the Hartford Courant previously that he resents the retelling of his family's trauma, which ...

Brother of boy 'possessed' resents retelling in 'Conjuring'
The brother of a boy who some thought was possessed by demons previously told the Hartford Courant that he resents the retelling of his family’s trauma.

Brother of boy ‘possessed’ resents retelling in ‘Conjuring’
The brother of a boy who some thought was possessed by demons has told the Hartford Courant previously that he resents the retelling of his family's trauma, which features as the plot in the new ...

Brother of boy ‘possessed’ resents retelling in ‘Conjuring’
(AP) — The brother of a boy who some thought was possessed by demons has told the Hartford ... has “credible evidence” indicating police killed at least 16 protesters or bystanders with ...
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